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Generating Score Extracts
This quick guide explains how you can extract assessment scores from an Oasys Platform.

Scores may only be extracted for assessees who have completed the assessment task (with no resets) and for whom reports 
have been generated.  Performance 360 and other multi-rater instruments cannot be extracted using the below method, 
please contact Bureau for more information.

Getting Started 

• Log in to the Oasys platform and ‘Projects’. 

• Find the project for which you wish to extract scores and select the ‘View Project Details’ button.  

• Select ‘Extract Scores’ from the Project options. This link will only be available if at least one report has been generated 

within the project; if not, the link will not be available. 

Score Extraction 

• The Scores Extraction page displays a list of the reports generated for the project, specifying the norm group used for 

each. 

• The ‘Generated Report’ column shows the number of assessees for whom a particular report, with a specified norm 

group has been generated. 

• The ‘Ungenerated Reports’ column shows the number of assessees in the project for whom a particular report, with a 

specified norm group has not been generated1. 

Generating a New Score Extract 

• All report instances in the list are selected by default for score extraction. However, you can choose to deselect reports 

with specified norm groups as required. 

• Select the ‘Extract Scores’ button, which will direct you to the Generated Extracts page.  

• Your new extract will appear in the list, showing as ‘In Progress’         .

Accessing your Score Extract 

• The time it takes for an extract to generate will vary. When the score extraction has completed, the person who 

generated the request will be notified by email. 

• Once you have received the email notification, you will need to log back in to Oasys and find the project you requested 

the extract for.  Select ‘Extract Scores’ from the Project options.  Then select ‘Generated Extracts’ from the Score 

Extraction options. 

• Any completed extractions will be displayed in the list with the status as ‘Complete’. 

• Select the Excel icon          to download the scores extract to a .csv file, which can automatically be opened in Excel. 

1 When a report is generated with a specified norm group for one candidate, this means it is a possible report instance that can be generated for all the other 
candidates in the project.  If that report instance has not been generated for any of the other candidates, this number will appear in the ‘Ungenerated Reports’ 
column against that report instance.
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Availability of Score Extracts 

• Score extractions will remain available for download on the ‘Generated Extracts’ page for seven days, after which it will no 

longer be displayed in the list. 

• If less than a full day is remaining, ‘0 days’ will be displayed in the ‘Expires in’ column.   

• This page displays all the score extracts generated by all users for the project. 

• Please Note: If a assessee has been reset, their scores will not appear in the extract, even if they have completed the 

reset task and had a report generated.  If a project contains any resets, the following message will be displayed when the 

‘Extract Scores’ button is selected: “At least one report has been generated in this project for an assessment that has 

subsequently been reset; scores that have been reset will not be included in this extract.” 

The Extract 
There will be one row per assessee. The first set of columns will display any mandatory biographical information:  

• Username 

• Email Address 

• First Name 

• Last Name 

• User Culture (this is the ‘Preferred Language’ entered when creating a new user in Oasys) 

• Any other mandatory biographical items 

Report, Instrument Definition and Norm Set 

After the biographical information, the Report, Instrument Definition and Norm Set will be displayed.  The Instrument Definition 
is the name and version of the assessment completed.  Norm Set is the norm group the responses have been compared to. 

Date Generated 

This shows the date and time that the report was generated. 

Scores 

The scores displayed in the report that have been made available for extraction will be exported.  At the end of the scale name 
is the type of score being displayed in that column.   

Aptitude Example: 

‘Total Score Raw Percentile’ indicates that the percentile score for Total Score is presented in that column. 

Wave Example: 

‘Driving Success Nipsative Sten’ indicates that the sten score for Driving Success is presented in that column. 

Mixed Reports and Instruments 

If there are a number of different assessments and report instances for a assessee, there would be one set of scores after the 
other separated by ‘Report, Instrument Definition and Norm Set’ for each set of scores. If scores are not available for some 
assessees in the project, you would have their biographical information in the extract, but the rest of the row would be blank. 
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About Saville Assessment, a Willis Towers Watson 
Company
Our mission is to transform assessment around the world. We enable organizations 
to identify potential, accelerate performance, and achieve outstanding results. Our 
portfolio of leading-edge assessments are designed based on extensive research 
into successful workplace performance and the critical relationship between motive, 
talent and workplace culture. With representatives in over 80 countries we are 
transforming how organizations Hire, Build and Lead their talent globally. Learn more 
at www.savilleassessment.com
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